TYPICAL TREE – SECTION

Tree as specified on plans. Unless directed and approved otherwise by superintendent or parks Co-ordinator.

Stake trees as nominated on plan / plant schedule. No. stakes to nominated trees. Drive stake into ground firmly away from rootball of tree by 2 m.

Mulch depth as specified. Maintain 100mm separation between mulch and stem of tree. Place mulch to 1000mm radius from stem of tree. Refer BSD-9051.

Turf/Adjacent surface treatment as specified.

Place slow release fertiliser around the rootball as specified. Refer BSD-9051.

Tease out rootball prior to planting if required. Refer BSD-9051.

Site soil, improved site soil or imported growing media as specified. Place the plant in the hole so that the top of the pot is 20mm below the finished surrounding soil level. Backfill around rootball ensuring no air pockets remain. Form shallow depression in soil around rootball for improved water retention. Refer BSD-9051.

Rip / cultivate existing subgrade as specified. Refer BSD-9051.

TYPICAL TUBESTOCK PLANT – SECTION

Plant as specified on plans. Unless directed and approved otherwise by superintendent or parks Co-ordinator.

Maintain 100mm separation between mulch and stem of plant. Refer BSD-9051.

Mulch layer as specified on plan. Refer BSD-9051.

Site soil, improved site soil or imported growing media. Refer to specification.

Form shallow depression in soil around top of rootball to improve water retention to plant. Refer BSD-9051.

Tease out rootball prior to planting if required. Refer BSD-9051.

Over-excavate hole by twice the width (2X) and depth (2Y) of the pot size. Rip base of hole 50mm min.

Place slow release fertiliser around the rootball as specified. Refer BSD-9051.

Rip / cultivate existing subgrade as specified. Refer BSD-9051.

TYPICAL SHRUB/GROUNDCOVER PLANT – SECTION

Plant as specified on plans. Unless directed and approved otherwise by superintendent or parks Co-ordinator.

Maintain 100mm separation between mulch and stem of plant. Refer BSD-9051.

Mulch layer as specified on plan. Refer BSD-9051.

Site soil, improved site soil or imported growing media. Refer to specification.

Form shallow depression in soil around top of rootball to improve water retention to plant. Refer BSD-9051.

Tease out rootball prior to planting if required. Refer BSD-9051.

Over-excavate hole by twice the width (2X) and depth (2Y) of the pot size. Rip base of hole 50mm min.

Place slow release fertiliser around the rootball as specified. Refer BSD-9051.

Rip / cultivate existing subgrade as specified. Refer BSD-9051.